
Parcel management  
that measures up.

OneSort Pro® dimensioning and data capture
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Agility pays. 
Ever-rising Internet sales make it an 
opportune time for shippers and postal 
organizations. But as parcel shipment 
volumes continue to climb so do the 
expectations for transparency and even 
faster delivery. The need to increase 
efficiency and accuracy are crucial 
to effective parcel management. The 
OneSort™ Pro data capture solution is 
designed to deliver both—in record time.

Automating multiple 
tasks.
OneSort parcel data capture offers a  
fresh alternative to the scanning, 
weighing and measuring of parcels 
by hand. There’s no need to manually 
enter item characteristics and address 
information, a process that slows  
handling and invites human error.

Instant information.
The operator simply places the package 
on the scale under the camera head. 
OneSort captures weight, dimensions, 
barcode data and a digital image. The 
OCR software reads machine printed 
addresses as well as handwriting where 
supported. Instantly communicating 
with client business logic, OneSort 
automatically generates a printed 
label and operator instructions via a 
customizable user interface. The ability 
to instantly gather item data while 
enabling business logic automation will 
make OneSort essential to your parcel 
management strategy.

Growth in  
online sales  
($ Trillions)

OneSort utilizes automatic 
Address Block Locator 
(ABL) software for 
increased parcel  
induction efficiency.

Source: eMarketer, Jan. 2014
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A unifying intelligence.
The OneSort Pro® integrates seamlessly 
with virtually every major back-end 
system. Our Business Logic Processing 
(BLP) software powers all BlueCrest 
sorting solutions worldwide and 
provides the proven intelligence to 
connect the entire process. Designed to 
be a flexible platform, the BLP software 
readily accommodates custom 
applications and future business needs.

OneSort is versatile.
The OneSort Pro® excels in all types 
of environments, collecting vital data 
needed for outbound parcels to qualify 
for carrier or postal discounts, as well 
as item images for verification, tracking, 

analysis and claim protection. Inbound 
operations use OneSort data to improve 
receiving, tracking, distribution and staff 
communication. 

The OneSort Pro® is a  
complete parcel induction  
and management system:
• Instantly weighs and dimensions  

any shape with certified accuracy
• Scans barcodes and captures  

OCR data
• Facilitates intelligent service-

selection, shipping and retail 
applications

• Dynamically prints labels and receipts
• Enables end-to-end positive piece 

level tracking
•  Supports real time data 

communication for logistics planning

All the information you need for enhanced 
parcel management – in seconds.

OneSort systems instantly capture dimensions from virtually 
anything: boxes, flats, documents, poly-wrapped bags, mailing 
tubes and irregular shapes. It’s ideal for exception processing 
or as a first step to full parcel automation.

The OneSort Pro® workstation provides 
an all-in-one solution for mailrooms, 
warehouses and shipping centers.

BlueCrest offers 
world-class support 
and comprehensive 
services that optimize 
your OneSort sorting 
system. You can count 
on BlueCrest Global 
Services to address 
your unique operational 
needs.

• Leverage the proven 
skills and expertise of 
our dedicated global 
team for best-in-class 
installation, integration 
and implementation 
services.

• Achieve optimal 
performance with 
industry leading 
technical and 
maintenance support.

• Ensure maximum 
system uptime through 
real-time insights and 
predictive analytics that 
enable our global 
experts to make 
informed decisions and 
quickly resolve 
performance issues.

Where industry-leading support meets 
successful outcomes



BlueCrest Inc.
37 Executive Drive
Danbury, CT 06810

For more information, call 877-406-7704
or visit us online: bluecrestinc.com
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